Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: subliminal shop scam Indigo Mindlabs scam
Subscam - December 29, 2016, 1:19 pm

Hi for some reason I can't post this in the mens section, so I would appreciate if a mod would move
it.
We was told that these subliminals could make our auras expand and get us women.
I brought this shitty &#36;230 product that so far does nothing. Its absolutely useless.
http://www.subliminal-shop.com/product/develop-maximum-sexual-irresistibility-3-0-1/
develop maximum sexual irresistibility 3 or dmsi 3 for short.
The website is run by shannon matteson who overhypes his shitty useless products.
the forum that they have is very draconian. If you say it doesn't work they then attack you and say
you haven't purchased the product. When you prove you brought the product they still accuse you of
being a liar and ban you.
When you make an account just asking what you can do you to make the sub work they still ban
you. As you can see they aren't really getting any results just retarded optimistic post. Most of the
guys haven't got laid, even the main guy that made the product shannon matteson hasn't got laid.
http://subliminal-talk.com/forum-49.html
I'm so pissed of man I need to get my money back.
Paradox - December 29, 2016, 1:49 pm

(12-29-2016 8:19 AM)Subscam Wrote: &nbsp;Hi for some reason I can't post this in the mens
section, so I would appreciate if a mod would move it.
We was told that these subliminals could make our auras expand and get us women.
I brought this shitty &#36;230 product that so far does nothing. Its absolutely useless.
http://www.subliminal-shop.com/product/develop-maximum-sexual-irresistibility-3-0-1/
develop maximum sexual irresistibility 3 or dmsi 3 for short.
The website is run by shannon matteson who overhypes his shitty useless products.
the forum that they have is very draconian. If you say it doesn't work they then attack you and say
you haven't purchased the product. When you prove you brought the product they still accuse you of
being a liar and ban you.
When you make an account just asking what you can do you to make the sub work they still ban

you. As you can see they aren't really getting any results just retarded optimistic post. Most of the
guys haven't got laid, even the main guy that made the product shannon matteson hasn't got laid.
http://subliminal-talk.com/forum-49.html
I'm so pissed of man I need to get my money back.
This does not belong in the men's section anyway. It belongs in Life and Leisure.
He has a Money back guarantee. Just get your money back.
"Do you have a money back guarantee?"
Yes we do. In fact we believe we have the best money back guarantee in the business. You can
read it and the rest of our policies here under â€œRefund Policyâ€•:
http://www.subliminal-shop.com/terms-conditions/
Subscam - December 29, 2016, 2:15 pm

(12-29-2016 8:49 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;This does not belong in the men's section anyway. It
belongs in Life and Leisure.
He has a Money back guarantee. Just get your money back.
"Do you have a money back guarantee?"
Yes we do. In fact we believe we have the best money back guarantee in the business. You can
read it and the rest of our policies here under â€œRefund Policyâ€•:
http://www.subliminal-shop.com/terms-conditions/
he doesn't have a refund for this particular product I brought called dmsi version 3.
Paradox - December 29, 2016, 2:24 pm

(12-29-2016 9:15 AM)Subscam Wrote: &nbsp;he doesn't have a refund for this particular product I
brought called dmsi version 3.
Send him an email stating your dis satisfaction with the product and request a refund. If he refuses
you can then take it up with Paypal. They have a refund policy also.
Subscam - December 29, 2016, 2:27 pm

(12-29-2016 9:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Send him an email stating your dis satisfaction with
the product and request a refund. If he refuses you can then take it up with Paypal. They have a
refund policy also.
im pming u about that
Spars - December 29, 2016, 2:29 pm

I think you are kinda screwed. It states it right on the page you posted the link to.
"You are responsible for protecting yourself from any risk of pregnancy and STDs as a result of
having used this program.
This program is currently in TESTING status. It therefore is not eligible for a refund under ANY
circumstances. If you purchase this program, you are eligible for free upgrades until we achieve the
goals of the program. Please bear this in mind when deciding whether or not to purchase this
program."

If he does give you a refund, he'd be doing you a HUGE favor, as I don't think he's obligated to.
Also, I am not a sub-talk forum member and I get laid on tactics + personality + skillz.
Subscam - December 29, 2016, 2:36 pm

i need 5 post to pm ok paradox hopefully u will get a pm now
Vincent_Vega - December 29, 2016, 3:54 pm

Just wait till DMSI is out of the testing phase. Then it will have the regular refund policy and you can
get your money back.
Paradox - December 29, 2016, 4:24 pm

Update to all:
We resolved it.
Subscam - December 29, 2016, 5:14 pm

(12-29-2016 11:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Update to all:
We resolved it.
wouldn't say resolved just yet.
Arsenic - December 30, 2016, 2:42 am

I'm not sure why he would charge &#36;230 for a subliminal that he clearly states is in the testing
phase especially since hes supposedly not offering refunds. His subs truly are the best on the
market but sure there are some that wont work for everyone, so thats why he is usually pretty good
about giving refunds. Yes I have to admit the forums are draconian.
Edit:
wow I'm reading the description of the product. Lots of the info is super vague and the technologies
used are mostly classified. Whats up with that? The way its all worded makes me think Dhannon's
intention is so turn you into some kind of literal human magnet...through some kind of weird
metaphysical crap. I encourage others to read the description because of how truly bizarre it is.
Edit 2: Best example of what I mentioned above:
Quote:Energy Flooding: 6G backport technology designed to cause you to safely source, absorb,
use, program and project an aura of the right kind of energy that will most help you achieve the
goals of the program. You may or may not noticeably â€œfeelâ€• flooded with energy. Version 2.2
and later of this program sources this energy from â€œsafe, effective, useful, appropriate and
optimalâ€• physical and non-physical sources, which your own subconscious mind chooses for you.
BarefootOxford - December 30, 2016, 5:39 pm

I'm not sure why someone would spend &#36;230 on a product in beta testing if it's not money they
can just throw away. I'm further confused that anyone would help someone who showed up on this
forum for the specific purpose of complaining about a non-pheromone site.
Arsenic - December 30, 2016, 6:01 pm

(12-30-2016 12:39 PM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;I'm not sure why someone would spend
&#36;230 on a product in beta testing if it's not money they can just throw away. I'm further confused
that anyone would help someone who showed up on this forum for the specific purpose of
complaining about a non-pheromone site.
Shannon has awesome subliminals, although yes OP should have read and been aware that the

disclaimer on top of the page says that no refunds will be allowed because it is a beta program.
Subliminal-shop.com has some overlap with the pheromone community. Lots of phero members are
on subliminal forums too. Gotta rant I suppose
BarefootOxford - December 31, 2016, 11:28 pm

(12-30-2016 1:01 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Shannon has awesome subliminals, although yes OP
should have read and been aware that the disclaimer on top of the page says that no refunds will be
allowed because it is a beta program. Subliminal-shop.com has some overlap with the pheromone
community. Lots of phero members are on subliminal forums too. Gotta rant I suppose
I've used and enjoyed Shannon's subs, and you'll hear no complaints from me about that. My
position is that of surprise that someone would blow a large amount on a beta product when they
clearly can't afford to have it not work. Second, that we would support someone coming onto PT to
complain about the sub not working.
And I guess the conclusion is that you're right, I just had to rant.
Shannon - October 1, 2019, 9:19 pm

I see I'm a alittle late to the party, here, but let me point out two things.
First, if you can read, then you knew before hand that this product is experimental, has no
guarantee of doing anything, and has no refund.
Second, as I said on the product description page, instead of a refund, I will continue developing it
until it works according to what I'm aiming for.
To that end, I just released a new version of it - v3.3.2 - and yes, I am STILL developing it, even
after all these years, because I keep my promises. There have been 11 or 12 different releases so
far and each one requires 1-2 MONTHS to build. Usually I don't work on anything else during that
time, either, so building this is making me no money. That's part of why I charge for it.
I also use DMSI to develop the skeleton script I use as the base for all my subliminals. I chose to
use this goal because I knew it would be the biggest possible challenge I could find, and it has been.
That has forced me to keep working to develop my technology long after I would probably have
stopped doing so otherwise, and we have a lot of development over the years to show for it.
So it didn't work in the past. You're getting new versions for free every time I release one. That
means every time I release one, the actual price you paid is more like (&#36; paid/# releases used).
Who else does that? Who else continues to develop a program for YEARS because it doesn't work
well enough yet, and only charges you for one copy, while you get release after release after
release for free after that? Especially when, like I said, I only get paid once, so it's actually costing
me money to keep building it?
OP, You knew you were not going to get your money back when you bought it, or you're illiterate
and can't read. You also should have seen that it says that by using this program, you're sgreeing
to be a tester, and as a tester, you have to give feedback so we can find and correct the issues.
You sound and act like you think this was and is a finished product. It's not. You knew that.
As for why I would charge for an experimental, there are two reasons. First, I knew that I was going
to have to spend a lot of time on this project, and I need to fund the time I spend on it. Second, I
wanted people who paid for it to be invested enough to actually honor the agreement they made by
buying it that they would be a tester and help me test each version, give feedback, help me improve
it. Obviously, you didn't think that applied to you.

Next time, try reading the description, and if it says that there's no option for a refund on an
experimental product... either don't buy it, or don't complain if an experimental program doesn't
work!

